
Welcome to your new medication dispenser system. If you 
have any questions or in need of assistance, do not hesitate to call 
us at 1-800-860-4230.    

MedReady Medication Dispenser System
Quick Install

®

1.   Flip MedReady upside down

2.  Attach back up battery\replace battery lid

3.  Attach supplied AC adapter to bottom of           
     MedReady

4.  Plug into household power outlet. Make sure 

      that the outlet is not operated by a light switch 

      or power strip

5.  For “MedReady Modem” plug supplied phone cord                                              
     into bottom of MedReady and wall jack
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Turn off alarm by pressing and 
holding button until light is off.
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Connections

1.  Set clock to current time by holding the 
   “Time Set” button while pressing Hour, 
    Minute, and AM-PM buttons

2. To set alarm times; Press and Hold #1 alarm 
    (1st alarm of the day) then use the Hour, 
    Minute, and AM-PM buttons
    Repeat step for alarms 2-4 as needed

3. When active there will be an “ON” light 
    above each active alarm time 1-4

4. Slide the white bar to the center near the 
     “X” until it locks in place

5. Press alarm test, after alarm goes off, reset 
    white bar back to the “X” location 
    (This will silence alarm)

Setting Times/Alarms

1.   Fill the medication wheel one dose per 
     compartment

2.  Load in a counter clockwise direction

3.  4 doses a day will hold 7 days of meds

4.  Slide the white bar back to the center 
     near the “X”

5.  Close the lid, lock it, and verify the alarm    
     lights are “ON” for any dispenses you have   
     programmed

Loading the Dispenser

  MedReady will automatically set the correct

  time after 20 minutes

  MedReady Connect should be pre-paired to your     
  PERS device

  Always observe AM-PM on the clock & alarm times

  MedReady display will flash “:” when running on     
  back up battery

MedReady Install Tips


